
Cybercrime Threat Intelligence

ANTI-FRAUD

Detect more attacks faster with expert-verified cybercrime threat intelligence

Every day, cybercriminals launch thousands of attacks 
targeting businesses and their customers. To enable 
these attacks, they use hacked websites or unscrupulous 
service providers to host malicious content such as 
phishing sites, malware, 419 scams, etc.

PhishLabs offers threat intelligence data containing 
malicious website URLs that have been detected 
and verified using proprietary automated methods 
and expert analysis. Targeted organizations can use 
this intelligence to block access to attack sites and 
add context to their security analytics, improving 
attack detection and preventing compromise. 
Service providers and hosting companies can use 
this intelligence to detect malicious content hosted 
in their networks and data centers. Additionally, 
security vendors can integrate this data to enhance the 
protection delivered by their products and services.

Enhance Protection  With High-
Fidelity, Expert Verified Threat Data

PhishLabs Threat Intelligence Data delivers an 
automated feed of malicious URL data that has been 
validated to ensure fidelity. Every day, PhishLabs 
processes millions of suspicious URLs captured from 
emails and other sources. We collect and analyze global 
email, URL and domain name data from a broad range 
of service providers, security partners, spam pots, client 
reports and other sources.

Using a combination of automated and manual 
methods, PhishLabs detects attack sites and analyzes 

them to confirm the threat and categorize the attack 
(e.g. phishing, malware, spam site, 419 scam, etc.). Our 
analysis yields a true positive rate of 99.5%, allowing 
subscribers to readily integrate the PhishLabs Threat 
Intelligence Data feed into protections with little risk of 
impacting legitimate traffic.

About PhishLabs

PhishLabs is the leading provider of 24/7 cybersecurity
services that protect against the exploitation of people
to compromise systems and steal data. PhishLabs
combines proprietary technology, intelligence, and
human expertise to rapidly detect, analyze, and stop
targeted cyberattacks before they impact organizations.

To learn more, visit www.phishlabs.com.
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Service features
Automated feed of malicious website URLs and 
domains.

Automated and manual attack site analysis to 
verify threats.

Less than 0.5% false positive rate.

Includes URLs used to host phishing sites, 
malware, exploits, 419 scams, job scams, spam 
sites and other malicious content.

Seamless delivery via API.


